Institutionalizing Gender Equality
Urban Development Experience of the Bangladesh Local Government Engineering Department

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) supports the institutionalization of gender equality in government agencies to enhance their gender-responsiveness and sustainability of gender equality results. The Bangladesh Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) is a trailblazer in mainstreaming gender equality in its policies, systems, and programs. This has resulted in women’s greater benefit from ADB-assisted projects and in their increased participation in decision making for inclusive urban development. This report presents the results of a stocktaking of LGED’s gender mainstreaming practices particularly in ADB-financed urban development projects. Find out more about the lessons identified and recommendations offered to enhance LGED’s approaches to achieving gender equality and women’s empowerment in Bangladesh.
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Bangladesh has a strong legal framework, beginning with a constitution that recognizes equality of women and men. Article 28.1 announces “The State shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth.” The Constitution, in Article 28.2, also sets out “Women shall have equal rights with men in all spheres of the State and of public life.”

Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) is a major public sector agency under the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development, and Cooperatives of Bangladesh. LGED is mandated to develop and manage local infrastructure (rural and urban), generating employment, improving socioeconomic condition, promoting local governance, reducing poverty, and acting as agent of change at the local level.

Our approach toward gender equality has been shifted from welfare approach to a women’s rights-based approach. LGED has developed its own Gender Equality Strategy and Action Plan with a focus on reducing women’s disadvantage, increasing women’s voice, and promoting gender equality.

It is my great pleasure that the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has documented the results of a stocktaking of the gender mainstreaming practices in LGED, particularly in its ADB-supported urban development projects. I strongly believe the report “Institutionalizing Gender Equality: The Experience of the Bangladesh Local Government Engineering Department in Urban Development” will guide and give a boost to our ongoing initiatives to mainstream gender and women’s empowerment in the overall development process of LGED.

Again, I thank ADB for its interest and support.

Shyama Prosad Adhikari
Chief Engineer
Local Government Engineering Department
Ministry of Local Government,
Rural Development and Cooperatives
Gender equality is an important pillar for development. Asian Development Bank (ADB) endeavors to promote the sharing of knowledge on gender aspects of our work, and develop concrete actions based on the knowledge shared.

In Bangladesh, the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) has been on the forefront in women’s participation and leadership in decision making; women’s economic empowerment; and the provision of women-friendly infrastructure and public spaces. ADB has been partnering with LGED in working in these areas.

This case study, *Institutionalizing Gender Equality: Urban Development Experience of the Bangladesh Local Government Engineering Department* assesses achievements, best practices, and lessons learned from five urban development projects that ADB and LGED collaborated.

This case study looked at the gender and development aspects in LGED’s policies, regulations and organizational structures and the design of selected urban development projects, with focus on mechanisms put in place to foster gender equality and women’s empowerment measures. Recommendations provide a range of practical actions and ways forward.

We hope that this case study would serve as a reference in further advancing LGED’s efforts in promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment in its organization, project design, and implementation.

Kazuhiko Higuchi
Country Director
Bangladesh Resident Mission
Asian Development Bank
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Executive Summary

This report presents the results of a stocktaking of the gender mainstreaming practices of the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) of Bangladesh, particularly in its urban development projects financed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB). Lessons are identified and recommendations offered to assist LGED to enhance its approaches in achieving gender equality and women’s empowerment results in its operations. Specifically, the LGED urban development projects included in the stocktaking are the

• Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, Phase 2 (STIFPP-II);
• City Region Development Project (CRDP);
• Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP);
• Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP-II); and
• Third Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIP-III).

The stocktaking concluded that much has been achieved in women’s participation and leadership, women’s economic empowerment, and availability of women-friendly infrastructure in the selected projects. Such results are in large part due to the mandatory use of gender action plans in the projects and the systematic deployment of technically sound gender specialists. The most effective institutional mechanisms are LGED’s Gender and Development Forum and its Gender Strategy and Action Plan, which count on the commitment and leadership of LGED senior managers and gender specialists. The strong partnership between LGED and ADB is also significant.

The main lessons derived from the study are that gender mainstreaming in this context would be more effective if projects were to rely on budget support rather than on funding; if dedicated gender staff with suitable credentials were to participate in the Gender and Development Forum; and if well-established gender mainstreaming procedures and standards were to be practiced in all government-funded urban (and other) projects, and not only in those supported by ADB and development partners.
Introduction

Situational Context of the Study and Its Rationale

Bangladesh has a total population of 160,995,642. Its level of urbanization is 41.6%, compared with 39.5% for the region. Most of its cities grapple with overcrowding, traffic congestion, inadequate infrastructure, lack of basic services, and environmental degradation. About 40% of the urban population lives in secondary towns with most of the problems of the major cities. Informal settlements, or slums, where scant access to basic amenities creates inhumane conditions and acute welfare outcomes, are a visible feature of cities in the country. The urban centers are also extremely vulnerable to natural hazards such as cyclones, storm surges, coastal erosion, and earthquakes.

To deal with these problems, the Government of Bangladesh has long implemented urban development projects, several with the support of the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The projects are mainly a response to the challenges presented by the significant growth in urban population over the last decades, and are intended to help realize the positive potential of this growth.

Besides urban issues in general, the government also concerns itself with gender issues in the urban sector. For women in the urban centers of Bangladesh, as in other cities of South Asia and the rest of the world, access to adequate water, energy, sanitation, and transportation services, as well as to suitable and affordable housing, is a constant struggle. They must likewise contend with various forms of insecurity and violence specific to urban areas, including abuse and sexual harassment in public places.

Women’s migration for work, especially in garment manufacturing, is perhaps the most visible sign of the rapid urbanization of Bangladesh. In the urban areas, manufacturing accounts for 25% of women’s employment, compared with 13% of male employment. Many reports document the positive contribution of this labor mobility to reducing rural poverty through remittances, and to changing gender norms that profoundly disadvantage women and girls. Evidence of the problems and risks of urban life for women and girls, from widespread sexual harassment and violence in public places, to exploitation and discrimination as workers, is equally abundant.

Urban development projects in Bangladesh are the responsibility of the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED), under the Local Government

---

Division of the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives. The LGED is mandated to plan, develop, and maintain rural, urban, and small-scale water resource infrastructure at the local level throughout the country. It is also responsible for the gender and social inclusion aspects of these projects, and has built a strong reputation and record in developing and using gender mainstreaming approaches that are both effective and innovative. The LGED is now implementing 95 projects—18 urban, 5 in small-scale water infrastructure, 5 in education, 1 urban–rural, and the rest rural. Urban development is one of the three priority sectors of the LGED.

Objectives of the Study

This report documents the results of a stocktaking of the gender mainstreaming practices of the LGED, particularly in its ADB-supported urban development projects. The main purpose is to present a picture of the extent of gender mainstreaming in LGED’s urban development work and derive lessons on the gender mainstreaming approaches. The results are meant to guide LGED’s next gender mainstreaming initiatives in urban development.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual approach to the study reflects the consensus that gender mainstreaming is a strategy for promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment, and that to be effective it must address the legislation and policies, the structures, and the programs and projects of given institutions. This report is therefore structured around the descriptions and analyses of policies in support of gender mainstreaming, gender considerations in institutional structures, and gender elements of selected ADB-supported urban development projects. The study also looked into the factors or enabling mechanisms that have facilitated the mainstreaming of gender into policies, institutional structures, programs, and projects. While the stocktaking examined relevant policies of the Government of Bangladesh, ADB, and the LGED, it concentrated on the structures and programs of the LGED (namely, its Gender and Development Forum) and selected programs supported by ADB and implemented by the LGED.

Methodology

The analysis in this report uses data from three sources: (i) desk reviews of national and local policies that have influenced the gender mainstreaming efforts of the LGED; (ii) interviews and discussions with staff and consultants of the LGED, ADB, and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) based on a set of indicative questions, which were continuously updated following the acquisition of new information and insights; and (iii) desk reviews of documents on five selected projects (see Appendix 1 for key gender features of the projects), namely:

- Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, Phase 2 (STIFPP-II);
- City Region Development Project (CRDP);
- Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP);
- Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP-II); and
- Third Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP-III).

---

7 Of these 18 projects, 10 are funded by the government, and 4 have ADB financial support.
8 Depending on feedback from the LGED and at its request, a similar stocktaking exercise could be performed in the rural infrastructure and small water resources sectors.
9 For example, the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) defines gender mainstreaming as “the process of assessing the implications for women and men of any planned action, including legislation, policies or programs, in all areas and at all levels.”
Policies Supporting Gender Mainstreaming in Urban Development

National and Local Gender Policies

The Government of Bangladesh has consistently provided a policy environment favorable to women’s rights. Its policies include especially, but not exclusively, the 2011 National Women Development Policy, which explicitly refers to certain privileges for poor women in urbanization and housing plans. Considerable efforts have also been made toward the adoption of gender-responsive budgeting (GRB), although the opportunities GRB offers to use revenues to promote gender equality do not seem to have been fully realized. The government’s 2011 Urban Policy recognizes that the country still lacks gender-sensitive planning and management of human settlements, and includes several provisions for what it terms “gender concerns.” However, the policy remains in draft form.

A gender perspective is not unique to the national policies of Bangladesh; there have been many related efforts at the local level, both urban and rural. The 2010 Act to Amend the Pourashava Ordinance of 2009 calls for the increased participation of citizens in decision making, through the town-level coordination committees (TLCCs) and ward-level coordination committees (WLCCs). It requires setting aside 40% of the membership of WLCCs and one-third of the membership of municipal standing committees for women, to strengthen women’s voice at the local level. Many of the women-friendly features of the 2010 law were introduced as a direct outcome of practices implemented in Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) projects supported by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), through the gender-specific provisions of the Urban Governance Improvement Action Program (UGIAP) of the Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP), highlighting the influence such initiatives have had in institutionalizing gender mainstreaming into the LGED, and beyond.

ADB’s Gender Policies

The extent of gender mainstreaming in ADB-supported urban development projects of the

---

10 Through the inclusion of gender issues in the medium-term budget framework (MTBF); the use of a recurrent, capital, gender, and poverty (RCGP) database to show the percentage of funds benefiting women; and the preparation of gender budget reports.

11 Suggested improvements include strengthening the strategic phase of the MTBF process from a gender perspective, building up the gender mainstreaming capacity of government officials, improving the RCGP database, and strengthening gender-responsive budgeting at the project level. (ADB. 2014. Completion Report: Promoting Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment— Strengthening Gender-Responsive Budgeting in South Asia. Regional technical assistance (RETA) 6143. Manila.)

12 Media sources report that the Government of Bangladesh has been working on a new urban policy, which will have targets for reducing urban poverty, developing city slums, and maintaining law and order. (A. S. Kallol. 2015. New Urban Policy on the Cards. Dhaka Tribune, 29 March. archive.dhakatribune.com [last accessed on 7 August 2016]).

13 The ordinance was informed by earlier ADB technical assistance (TA) related to urban sector policy.

Institutionalizing Gender Equality

LGED has been largely influenced by ADB’s gender policies. ADB regards gender equality as critical in its own right and essential for better development outcomes. Its gender policies include the Policy on the Role of Women in Development (1985) and the Gender and Development (GAD) Policy (1998), which adopts gender mainstreaming as an essential strategy for promoting gender equity. The Operations Manual, in its bank policies issued on 6 December 2010, echoes the fundamental principles stated in the 1998 GAD Policy. Gender equity is also one of the five drivers of change in ADB’s Strategy 2020.

ADB has systematically developed and used various mechanisms for effective gender mainstreaming. Central to those mechanisms is its gender classification of projects. The ADB gender categorization system is a four-tier system for determining the potential contribution of a project to gender equality and women’s empowerment right from the start or during project design. A project belongs to the gender equity theme (GEN) category if it directly addresses key gender issues; the effective gender mainstreaming (EGM) category if it does not directly address gender issues but can contribute significantly to the achievement of gender equality and women’s empowerment; the category of some gender elements (SGE) if it is not relevant to the pursuit of gender equality and women’s empowerment but can adopt some gender-related measures; or the no gender element (NGE) category if the project is not at all related to gender.

These gender categories have certain requirements, most notably a gender action plan (GAP) and the presence of gender experts in the case of a GEN or EGM project. A project in the SGE category, on the other hand, must integrate at least two gender features into the project design.

Under the equity (inclusiveness) pillar of its Urban Operational Plan 2012–2020, ADB undertakes to support investments that respond to the needs of women, as well as the urban poor and vulnerable communities. Its South Asia Department (SARD) is also committed to addressing country-specific gender disparities through detailed social and gender analyses to determine the appropriate gender categorization of projects.

In the past 10 years, opportunities to maximize the incorporation of gender features and approaches in the ADB Bangladesh portfolio have led to very good results. A total of 16 of the 27 ADB-funded projects implemented since 2005 were GEN projects, 10 were in the EGM category, and only 1 was an NGE project. Of the 95 new projects processed by SARD in 2009–2011, 39 (41%) were GEN projects, and 17 of those 39 (44%) were in the urban sector.

---

15 The other drivers are private sector development and operations, good governance and capacity development, knowledge solutions, and partnerships. (ADB. 2003. Gender and Development: Our Framework Policies and Strategies. Manila)
Institutions Responsible for Gender Mainstreaming

Local Government Engineering Department

The Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) is responsible for designing and implementing rural, urban, and small-scale water resources infrastructure across the country (see Appendix 2 for a chart showing the organization of the LGED). Its long history of integrating gender concerns into its areas of operation is perhaps unparalleled among Bangladesh government institutions of similar size and importance. A case study included in a 2013 Asian Development Bank (ADB) publication, tracing the institutionalization of gender mainstreaming in ADB’s executing and implementing agencies and in sector and line agencies of the government, encapsulates the LGED’s experience.

Women’s empowerment as an LGED concern was first reflected in its Gender Equity Strategy and the related action plan for 2002–2007 (phase 1), updated in 2008 to cover the period 2008–2015 (phase 2) and in 2016 for the 2016–2021 period (phase 3). The strategy is aligned with the National Women Development Policy (2011) and its main goal is to ensure gender equity in all LGED operations, including project activities, where it can be achieved through the sustainable participation of an empowered workforce and enabled communities.

Gender and Development Forum

The Gender and Development Forum is the executive body for the LGED’s Gender Equity Strategy and action plans. It has 25 members, most of whom are project directors, but no dedicated staff. All members, including the chair, the co-chair, and the secretary, are appointed as necessary during regular meetings. Their tasks are not individually or formally set. Forum members meet quarterly to share information and update one another regarding gender mainstreaming in different projects, to discuss progress, and to plan ahead.

The Gender Equity Strategy of the LGED lists in detail all the tasks of the Gender and Development (GAD) Forum, which include organizing periodic gender training for staff and the yearly celebrations for International Women’s Day, and supervising the LGED’s day-care center for children of staff at the LGED headquarters. One of the most important tasks is aggregating and analyzing the data sent by district LGED staff twice a year. A Gender Information Management System (GIMS) has been installed to ensure the systematic collection and use of gender-specific information and data (Box 1).

---

19 Urban sector responsibilities are shared by other government agencies, such as the Capital Development Authority (Rajdhani Unnayan Kartripakhya, or RAJUK) and the Housing and Settlement Directorate, both under the Ministry of Housing and Public Works.
20 In 2013, the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) bestowed its first Gender Award on one of the LGED’s rural projects, for outstanding achievement in gender equality and women’s empowerment.
23 The center can accommodate 22 children, and has a staff composed of one supervisor, two assistant supervisors, and five caregivers. It is supervised by a governance committee, which meets every 3 months.
In addition to the forum, the LGED established gender focal point positions at different levels. A sociologist is assigned to the position at the district level, and a community organizer, at the upazila (subdistrict) level. At the district level, LGED sector-wide gender activities related to projects are coordinated by gender committees to ensure (i) the participation of women staff and stakeholders in all stages of the project cycle; (ii) the collection of sex-disaggregated data; and (iii) the preparation of progress reports on gender activities, for submission to the LGED head office in Dhaka. Each gender committee has six members and is headed by an executive engineer.

Box 1: Gender Information Management System

The system is intended to monitor progress in the efforts of the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) to mainstream gender, both in its structures and in its operations. Gender focal points collect sector-wide sex-disaggregated data from the field. They compile and submit reports to the LGED Gender and Development Forum, where the field data are analyzed with the help of the specially developed gender information management software package. Gender-related operational data are then shared periodically with LGED senior management through the Gender and Development Forum.

Source: Local Government Engineering Department.
Gender Features of Selected ADB-Assisted Urban Projects

Critical to urban development are programs and projects that support gender equality and women’s empowerment. This section describes the salient gender elements of the five selected urban development projects of the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) supported by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), a complete list of which is found on page 2. The study looked at their gender mainstreaming approaches, achievements, and challenges, particularly the LGED’s main areas of concern, namely: (i) women’s participation and leadership in different institutions; (ii) women’s economic empowerment; and (iii) the provision of women-friendly infrastructure and public spaces.

Women’s Participation and Leadership

A notable feature of LGED-implemented and ADB-funded projects is the resolve to promote women’s presence in structures created specifically for project implementation, and, increasingly, their participation in and influence on permanent local government structures, such as the town-level and ward-level coordination committees (TLCCs and WLCCs), and later the standing committees. This practice is established and monitored mainly through the gender action plans (GAPs).

Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, Phase 2. This project, categorized under the gender equity theme (GEN) was implemented from July 2005 to June 2012. It pilot-tested the inclusion of women in project implementation structures and promoted women’s increasing participation in and influence on permanent local structures, such as the TLCC, WLCC, and standing committees. The GAP for Phase 2 of the Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project (STIFPP-II) was the main mechanism through which this practice was established and monitored.

City Region Development Project. STIFPP-II’s practice of promoting women’s participation in project implementation structures and representation in the TLCCs and WLCCs was adopted by the City Region Development Project (CRDP), which was categorized as effective gender mainstreaming and implemented from October 2010 to June 2017. This project was cofinanced by German development cooperation through GTZ and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). The CRDP aimed to improve urban and infrastructure services. By December 2015, women made up 62% of the members of TLCCs and 40% of WLCC members—well above the 30% stipulated in the GAP. The GAP also requires 30% participation of women in community water user groups, water and sanitation (WATSAN) committees, solid waste management committees, and all other community bodies. Women’s presence in such committees means, for example, that under the energy efficiency component of the project, the design of solar street lighting reflects considerations for the safe and easy movement of women, especially workers in the garment and other industries.

---

24 According to LGED staff and consultants who were interviewed, despite the achievements, the financial allocation for gender components set down in the GAP is not always clearly defined in project documents.

Institutionalizing Gender Equality

Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. As a framework for promoting and facilitating women’s participation and leadership, the Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP), implemented from August 2003 to December 2010, was aimed at contributing to human development and good urban governance in secondary towns through assistance in increasing accountability and expanding urban physical infrastructure and services. The project made use of the Urban Governance Improvement Action Program (UGIAP), under which pourashavas (municipality) could qualify for successive phases of financing on the basis of the successful performance of activities set down in the GAP (Box 2). Like the CRDP, the UGIIP required the creation of gender and environment committees, chaired by women ward councilors (WWCs), and at least 30% women’s representation in TLCCs and WLCCs in the project area. The quota was exceeded: 34% of TLCC and 41% of WLCC members were women, who were consulted in the process of approving pourashava development plans (PDPs) and associated budgets.\(^\text{26}\) The role played by women councilors and members ensured that money from the revenue budget within the annual PDP was earmarked for activities to benefit women, and that women had greater involvement in decision making and control over resources within the pourashava administration. Instituting mechanisms that give women a voice in public budget decisions is a central part of the intent of the GRB policies. It is recognized as a most effective and sustainable route to gender equality in public life, and one that also enhances effective governance.\(^\text{27}\)

The successful implementation of this approach in UGIIP was hampered by the fact that the WWCs were often poorly informed about local governance systems, budgets and resources, and women’s rights. To remedy this situation, the project worked with 305 WWCs in the 30 pourashavas, clearly defined their responsibilities, developed their skills, and provided them with suitable workspace (e.g., seating arrangements, toilets, and water facilities), so that they could perform their duties properly. As a result, the WWCs became much more influential. They started chairing committees, regularly visiting households, and conducting courtyard meetings and rallies. By the end of the project, 1,229 courtyard meetings and 489 rallies (one in each ward) had been held. These were important occasions for women to discuss social issues, such as domestic violence, early marriage and dowry, eve teasing,\(^\text{28}\) and childcare, in a convenient

---


\(^{28}\) Eve teasing is a term widely used in countries of South Asia to refer to different forms of sexual harassment of women.
Gender Features of Selected ADB-Assisted Urban Projects

Box 3: Urban Governance Improvement Action Program Criteria for Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• A gender committee chaired by a women ward councilor is formed at the pourashava level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A gender action plan (GAP) is prepared and integrated into the pourashava development plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The GAP is finalized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A pourashava budget for implementing the GAP, with funding allocation of up to 2%-3% of the total revenue budget, is drafted and approved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The Gender Committee becomes fully functional and effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The GAP budget is allocated (funds—10% more than in the previous year—are earmarked from pourashava resources) and GAP implementation is ensured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Gender Committee holds monthly meetings, and sends quarterly reports to the Project Management Office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• GAP activities are implemented, with at least 10% more in funding compared with the previous year’s budget.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Local Government Engineering Department.

and congenial, women-only environment, as well as to raise awareness among the population at large. Under Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project (UGIIP-II), modest budgets were allocated to childcare and snacks for women attending courtyard meetings and training, thus contributing to increased participation.

These activities gave women in the communities more awareness of their rights, as well as the confidence to voice their concerns in public platforms and—most importantly—to have their needs reflected in urban development interventions. In many cases, the household burden and care responsibilities of women, especially those from poor households and slums, were reduced as a result, through improved access to water, latrines or better sanitation, proper drainage, and solid waste management systems.

Another element that facilitated women’s participation and leadership was the allocation of human resources under the project for the implementation of the GAP. For example, the Urban Management Support Unit (UMSU) formed for the project included a full-time gender specialist to conduct an orientation program in gender and development for all pourashavas. The field-level facilitator team, on the other hand, included a social and gender development expert assigned for 3 years to support GAP implementation.

Despite the progress brought by the UGIIP, however, women members of many local committees were found to be excluded and demotivated.

Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. This project—supported by ADB, KfW, and GTZ and implemented between January 2009 and June 2015—shared with the UGIIP the overall aim of strengthening good governance in the municipalities and making them better able to deliver good services to communities. It improved UGIIP practices (related to women’s participation and leadership) and addressed the exclusion and demotivation of women members of local committees through a phased approach to the implementation of the pourashava GAP (Box 3). Like the UGIIP, the second project used a performance-based system, the UGIAP, but in the case of UGIIP-II all participating pourashavas had to meet all minimum criteria even for the first allocation of funds.

Women’s participation under UGIIP-II extended to their presence in slum improvement committees. Women often chaired such committees and composed the great majority of members (up to 79%). In this capacity, they prepared community
action plans, and managed activities to improve facilities such as tube wells, toilets, drains, footpaths, and streetlights—thus improving the mobility, safety, and security of the most marginalized women.

The effectiveness of the phased approach taken by UGIIP-II in facilitating women’s participation and leadership was evident at the time of completion. The project resulted in the formation of the following:29

- 47 gender committees with at least 33% women members, headed by WWCs and comprising all WWCs, two men ward councilors, and one pourashava staff member;
- municipal standing committees, with 40% women’s participation;
- 202 slum improvement committees headed by women (as committee chair in the majority of cases or as co-chair) and with 79% women members (1,989 women);
- 1,574 primary groups with only poor slum women members;
- TLCCs, with more than 33% women’s participation (785 out of 2,350 members);
- WLCCs headed by men and women councilors, with about 40.75% women’s participation (1,928 out of 4,731 members); and
- community-based organizations (CBOs) led by men and women ward councilors, with 34% women’s participation (7,140 of 21,000 members).

A recent LGED publication reports the following comment from a woman:

In earlier days, I never thought of getting [an] audience [with] the mayor and councilors, let alone [speaking] before them. But TLCC opened [doors] for me by giving me the opportunity to openly speak upon different issues, especially affecting women, and . . . due importance [is] given to my words.30

Third Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. This GEN project, implemented from July 2014 to June 2020, is building on the gains and lessons from the two previous projects. It has the explicit aim of enhancing the decision-making capacity of women in the pourashavas. Amplifying the UGIIP-II experience, the project has switched from the establishment of project-specific gender committees to the creation of more sustainable standing committees on women’s and children’s affairs (as specified in the Pourashava Ordinance of 2009). At the same time, the project is working to improve the capacity of pourashava standing committees to prepare and implement GAPs with pourashava budget allocation.31 By the end of 2015, according to the GAP progress report, the target women’s participation had been exceeded in various areas including women’s participation in consultations regarding the location of local infrastructure. Similar positive results in women’s equitable representation in pourashava structures (WLCCs and TLCCs) have been reported.

Overall analysis. As these projects demonstrate, establishing quota for women’s representation in project-specific or local structures is an element of gender mainstreaming of proven effectiveness, especially when linked to a performance-based system such as the UGIAP. The long-term benefits of this approach to strengthening the structures as well as women’s participation are clear. Local structures become more responsive to citizens’ needs and demands, and thus more inclusive and efficient. For individual women, participation in decision making, whether as officials or as community members, allows them to exercise their rights as citizens and to influence the decisions of local bodies responsible for services and facilities that directly affect their well-being and that of their family members. The experience gained also has larger effects. For example, the project completion report (PCR) for STIFPP-II concluded that many women beneficiaries were later elected as councilors in the city corporations and pourashavas; some also

became members of local market management committees and intercity trade associations.

The changes the projects have been trying to bring about in increasing women’s participation and leadership are substantial, and not obtained or sustained easily, even with the adoption of the GAP and UGIAP requirements. In most projects, gender specialists—at times in collaboration with project staff and mayors—developed different strategies when they perceived women’s involvement to be limited or only nominal. These efforts vary from insisting that specific time be allocated for women to speak during TLCC and WLLC meetings and regularly reviewing room arrangements so that women can sit at the front of the room and are not marginalized or ignored, to introducing a format for minutes of meetings so that interventions by women cannot be silenced or brushed aside. Efforts to increase mayors’ gender sensitivity also resulted in their proactive promotion of women’s roles in local government processes and structures.

**Women’s Economic Empowerment**

LGED projects implemented with ADB support achieved considerable results in promoting women’s economic empowerment, especially for the poorest women, often living in slums. Unfortunately, this area of intervention is not as well documented as that of women’s participation and leadership. At the most immediate level, the projects create job opportunities for women within the projects themselves. Most of the projects examined have significant components aimed at reducing women’s income poverty.

*Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, Phase 2.* STIFPP-II presents a robust example of a project that promotes women’s economic empowerment. This GEN-categorized project, building on the lessons of STIFPP, was carried out to stimulate economic growth and reduce poverty in nine secondary towns by providing a flood-free and secure living environment. Poverty analysis and consultations with women revealed that women headed 7%–30% of the households living in poverty, and that these saw income generation as a priority, alongside flood-proof houses and normal movement year-round.

STIFPP-II had an overall GAP, within the UGIAP framework, and municipality GAPs with strong emphasis on creating employment for women during and after infrastructure construction. Specific assurances included employment targets for women in infrastructure construction and maintenance, and wages equal to those of their male counterparts for work of equal value. STIFPP-II also required contractors to provide day-care facilities for children of women laborers (thus easing the work burden associated with unpaid care), separate toilet and drinking water facilities, and separate shaded areas for men and women workers.

Women’s labor contracting societies (LCSs) were set up to employ poor unskilled women for the construction and the operation and maintenance of infrastructure, and for tree planting along riverbanks. Much was achieved in women’s employment, beyond their inclusion within project administration staff (of the 91 staff members recruited, 35 were women). By the end of STIFPP-II, 2.3 million labor-days—28% for community women—had been created. However, the PCR warned that, despite the financial benefits of this work, women’s employment could increase women’s time poverty. This possibility echoes the findings of a 2015 ADB study, which concluded that infrastructure projects rarely have a positive outcome on women’s time poverty, despite their potential to do so.

*City Region Development Project.* Unlike, STIFPP-II, the CRDP does not have explicit objectives.

---


Institutionalizing Gender Equality

for women’s economic empowerment, but the GAP includes plans to reduce wage inequality between men and women, and to ensure that core labor standards are in place. By June 2015, 25 contractors had received orientation in gender aspects of core labor standards and other gender-related issues in various city corporations and pourashavas.

Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. The UGIIP provided a considerable number of women with employment opportunities. Women filled 11 of 30 staff positions in the Project Management Office, 14 of 111 in the Urban Management Support Unit (UMSU), and 29 of 187 in the Project Implementation Unit, and 15 of the 95 project consultants were women. Microfinance and income-generating activities also benefited women (Box 4). A community-level poverty reduction action plan was developed for each municipality, leading to the formation of 195 community development committees. Within the community development committees, primary groups and savings and credit groups were formed, with about 95% (1,175) women membership. Through weekly savings, the savings and credit group members could set up income-generating activities in tailoring, block batik making, and poultry raising. The PCR estimated that the monthly income of participating women in the slums rose by 50% as a result of increased employment opportunities.

Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. This three-phase project was implemented in January 2009–June 2015. In phases 2 and 3, income-generating activities (IGAs) were organized by the gender committees as part of the GAP implementation. The activities included skills development, direct financial support, and provision of material goods. A total of 18,903 women were provided with IGA support and 9,692 of them earned cash income. The PCR concluded that, thanks to these activities, many women were able to contribute to the well-being of their families, including their children’s education. As emphasized in the analysis of gender results in the PCR, women derived benefits in all three areas mentioned in the report: in their earnings and livelihood (from the IGAs and work in slum improvement activities and project-generated construction), in enhanced participation in local decision-making bodies, and in access to women-friendly infrastructure.

Third Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. This project includes a GAP with provisions for the hiring of

Box 4: Microfinance for Women

The Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement Project interventions have increased the income of many poor households, including those living in slum areas whose need can be extreme. Mala Rani Dasi is a member of a women-only credit group that helps its members obtain small loans from the pourashava of Bhairab under this project. The amount a person receives varies from Tk5,000 ($60) to Tk50,000 ($602), depending on the person’s credit record. With the help of the loan and associated training, Mala Rani Dasi has been able to increase her income from making cleaning stands from thin sticks gathered from coconut leaves. Working with the help of her husband, she now earns about Tk6,000 ($68) monthly from the sale of the stands, more than the earnings of the average factory worker. She recently took out a larger loan to expand her business and to continue contributing to her household’s livelihood.

Source: ADB. 2012. The Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement Project in Bangladesh: Sharing Knowledge on Community-Driven Development. Manila.

women laborers for project-generated construction works, slum improvement activities, training in IGAs, and support, under the pourashava-specific GAPs, in channeling funds from pourashava revenue to GAP implementation. By January 2016, construction work was already taking place in 10 project municipalities, and women’s labor days amounted to 5,088 (28.48%) out of a total of 17,864. Women’s rights as workers are safeguarded through the inclusion of clauses bearing on gender-relevant national core labor standards in all bidding documents. Workers’ attendance sheets, with details such as name, sex, age, and wage of workers, have also been put in place and made available for inspection as a way of fulfilling the commitment to treat women workers fairly and transparently.

**Overall analysis.** In summary, most of the projects presented here have had a positive impact on women’s income poverty. Some of that impact is directly attributable to employment opportunities in project structures and in operation and maintenance; some to microcredit. A decrease in medical expenses due to the declining incidence of diseases also contributes to the financial progress of individual women and their families. Other economic benefits take longer to materialize, as they derive from improvements in urban infrastructure and services that make it easier and safer for women and other community members to reach markets and places of work, and cut the time spent on household tasks. This latter benefit cannot be underestimated, as it helps reduce women’s time poverty that is directly due to their care responsibilities within the home. In recognition of this, ADB-financed projects are introducing flexible time for women’s involvement in LCSs and infrastructure-related work, and informal arrangements for children of women’s workers. However, there is evidence that women’s responsibility for housework and other chores are impervious to change, even when they embark on full-time employment, and that much broader and more innovative interventions are therefore required.

Finally, a characteristic common to these projects is their incidental approach to dealing with women’s economic security, which tends to be a by-product of overall project activities rather than being directly intended. In other words, more determined efforts and impact seem to be aimed at getting more women to participate in decision making than at ensuring their economic empowerment. More information about the efforts and their results would contribute greatly to creating a body of knowledge applicable to other projects and other contexts.

**Women-Friendly Infrastructure and Public Spaces**

The LGED has a tradition of implementing projects that create the conditions for women to be present and active in public spaces in freedom, dignity, and safety.

**Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, Phase 2.** Most of the investments of STIFPP-II went into the construction of urban infrastructure for flood protection. There was an accompanying clear commitment that improvements made in basic amenities (footpaths, latrines, and community water supplies) would meet women’s requirements. This is because damage and disruption caused by floods in water, sanitation, solid waste disposal, and drainage systems and services mostly affect women, both in their role as preservers of the family immediate health and well-being, and in their attempts to satisfy their need for privacy. As part of the project, all urban environmental work—related to solid waste management, provision of sanitary latrines, and slum improvement—involved raising awareness among women and other stakeholders regarding their roles in solid waste management; organizing ward-based rallies to increase awareness of the environment and of the need for improved sanitation and hygiene; promoting women’s participation in sanitation programs as motivators; and incorporating a suitable clause in lease deeds for public facilities requiring the inclusion of women in management.
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City Region Development Project. The CRDP GAP provides for the establishment of 21 public toilet facilities at suitable locations, with separate provisions for women. The works started in 2014 and by June 2015, there was progress in the water supply, sanitation, and drainage subproject in Gazipur, which entailed the construction of two new public toilet buildings consisting of six toilets and one shower in the men’s portion and three toilets and one shower in the women’s portion, as well as the renovation of existing buildings including 27 toilets for men and five toilets for women.

Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. The establishment and improvement of services, such as separate public toilets, street lighting in slums, spaces allocated for women’s businesses in markets, and toilets and ticket counters at stations, were all part of the implementation of the GAP, and are believed to have increased the well-being and safety of women and their families. It is interesting to note, however, that the PCR devoted more attention to the results related to women’s participation as a key output of the project.

Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. The results of UGIIP-II show the range of initiatives that have enabled the government to provide safe and dignified spaces for women in usually crowded public environments. The draft PCR by the project management unit summarized some of the results so far: 42 pourashavas have created “women’s sections” with dedicated women staff as a one-stop service center for clients who seek municipal services, and 42 pourashavas have established a corner room to serve as places where women can rest and breastfeed their infants. These women-friendly facilities were included in the pourashava-specific GAPs and used funds generated through pourashava “revenue generation,” with funds estimated at Tk151.7 million ($1.9 million).

Individual pourashavas also worked hard to make public areas safe and comfortable for women. In Sreepur, where the rail agency lacked the authority to build a separate waiting area for women inside the station, the project built a space for women outside the building. In Khagrachhari, a road was constructed to ease the movement and safety of college girls. In Bandarban, a women’s toilet was built in the police station; in Jhalokati, the municipality built a ghatla (bath steps) for poor women. These achievements were, in some cases, due to the initiative of local CBOs. A CBO intervention is discussed briefly in Box 5.

Third Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project. The UGIIP-III is building on the experience of UGIIP-II. Its GAP
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**Box 5: Community-Based Organizations and Women-Friendly Public Spaces**

In Mirzapur pourashava, a community problem identified by the community-based organization (CBO) Baimhati was the absence of streetlights, which made road travel after dusk difficult and even dangerous for the local inhabitants, especially for women and for students going to and returning home from schools and coaching centers. The CBO members discussed the issue first among themselves, then raised the matter before their ward-level coordination committee and ultimately the mayor. In response, the municipality installed three street lights in the community without undue delay. Thanks to the energetic intervention of the CBO, the streets have become much safer and more comfortable for women and students, as well as for the rest of the local population.


---

requires the establishment of a broad range of
customers-friendly facilities. The quarterly progress
report of December 2015 highlighted the creation of
separate office space and toilets for WWCs in five
municipal buildings, allowing women to work in more
pleasant and productive conditions. Eighty percent
of the municipalities involved have established
well-lit and safe sitting areas and separate toilets
for women in public parks. Of the 28 municipalities
with bus terminals or stands, 22 now have separate
toilets for women, 16 have separate waiting areas,
and 15 have separate ticket counters.

Overall Analysis of the
Gender Responsiveness
of the Five Projects

In summary, the gender-specific elements adopted
in selected LGED urban projects in Bangladesh
include the systematic promotion of women's
participation in and leadership of both permanent
and project specific structures; the creation of
work opportunities for women members of LCSs,
and their safeguarding as workers; and the use
of women-friendly spaces and facilities, including
market corners. Despite the many achievements,
however, some weaknesses in design and
implementation, and gaps in results, exist, including
in some cases an increase in women's time poverty.
LGED staff and others interviewed for this study
attributed many of these limitations to factors such
as the absence or intermittent presence of gender
specialists supporting projects, inadequate budget
allocation for GAP implementation, or the slow
release of funds. These key areas for improvement
were also identified in the analysis of gender and
social inclusion presented at the ADB subregional
workshop in Sri Lanka in 2012.38

The importance of the UGIAP to the implementation
of GAPs and to the gender results of projects
reviewed here cannot be overstated. Furthermore,
the introduction of the program helped embed
gender provisions in national policy. The 2002 ADB
technical assistance for urban governance reform
attached to the UGIIP supported the LGED during
the period when the Pourashava Ordinance of 2009
was drafted, and identified the provisions for women's
participation to be included in the ordinance. The
government later passed the Pourashava Act of
2009 and the Executive Order of 2011 incorporating
such provisions, as mentioned earlier.
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Enabling Mechanisms for Gender Mainstreaming

Enabling mechanisms refer to factors that facilitate gender mainstreaming and contribute to the achievement of positive outcomes for gender equality and women’s empowerment. For the urban development projects of the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED), these refer to different types of resources (human and financial), as well as technical and institutional mechanisms.

A mechanism adopted by the LGED that has been central to its gender results is the creation of a dedicated structure for gender mainstreaming in the LGED—the Gender and Development (GAD) Forum. Equally important to gender mainstreaming in the LGED is the existence of an overall Gender Strategy and Action Plan. However, interviewees felt that this plan is not sufficiently well known and understood across the LGED, especially at the district level. Interviews also reported that its requirements are applied only to externally supported projects. The government’s development project proposal (DPP) and technical project proposal (TPP) formats still do not cover gender requirements despite the distribution of copies of the Gender Responsive Guidelines for Design and Review of Development Projects (prepared by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs) to all ministries, divisions, and departments. The Asian Development Bank Bangladesh Resident Mission gender team also built the capacity of the project directors, deputy project directors, and gender specialists of different LGED project on the content and use of these guidelines.

Another factor essential to the effective institutionalization of gender mainstreaming and its positive results is the adoption of a project-specific gender action plan (GAP) for each project. However, during the consultations for this stocktaking, GAPs were found only in projects supported by development partners and not in those developed and implemented by the government, which make up 50% of all projects now being implemented in the country.

Another enabling mechanism is the availability of a sufficient and independent budget. Funds for activities of the GAD Forum are drawn from the financial and human resources of externally funded projects rather than from the revenue budget, indicating the inadequacy of the gender-responsive budget or its nonexistence. Several interviewees felt that this funding arrangement causes delays, and makes members of the GAD Forum less willing to put forward innovative ideas because they fear being given sole responsibility for their realization.

Gender support for the urban projects covered comes from different sources, such as Asian Development Bank staff, LGED focal points (with funding from revenue budgets), and gender consultants recruited for the projects. More importantly, the technical gender expertise of the 25 members of the GAD Forum is limited, and so is the time they can devote to gender-specific tasks, despite their evident commitment.

Project gender specialists have different and important roles, such as influencing project design and implementation; changing attitudes within the LGED, among municipal staff, and communities;
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The Planning Unit is responsible for preparing and revising the proposal formats and for submitting the recommended formats to its administrative ministry (the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives, through its Local Government Division) for further processing and approval.
encouraging women in the communities to be involved in the projects and to benefit from them; and contributing to the institutionalization of women-friendly practices. Certain conditions are essential for gender expertise to yield positive results for women. One is the alertness and perseverance of gender specialists and their personal relationships with project and *pourashava* staff. Another is the solid technical expertise of gender specialists, to be deployed consistently and punctually. In practice, some LGED gender focal points may be hampered by inadequate technical preparation and by other demanding project responsibilities. The project completion report for the Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project, for example, attributes the positive outcomes of the project to the fact that the Urban Management Support Unit (UMSU) for the project had the services of a full-time gender specialist, and the field-level facilitator team had a social and gender development expert for 3 years. Unfortunately, not all projects had the same resource. During the two extensions of the Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, the gender specialist was there only in the first 3 years. In the City Region Development Project, the project social development and gender specialist joined in 2014 for a fixed period of 18 months and only on an intermittent basis.

The organizational characteristics of successful gender mainstreaming include, among others, “good and timely flow of information regarding progress on gender to encourage innovative thinking” through the establishment of a *sex-disaggregated database or management information system*. The LGED has yet to ensure regular reporting by all projects through existing mechanisms, including timely reporting on the GAPs and submission of GAP implementation updates. But even when reporting is regular and timely, the information often remains unprocessed and unused, for lack of resources to make appropriate use of the Gender Information Management System, impeding the analysis of important gender lessons, and their dissemination across LGED, to other departments and ministries, and beyond. Results and lessons from some of the projects studied—especially for the LGED’s work in building women’s leadership and participation—are being documented, but mostly for externally-supported interventions, and not for government-funded work.

---

Summary and Recommendations

The previous section describes the extent to which the key requirements of gender mainstreaming can be found in selected urban projects implemented by the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED), and summarizes some of the positive results of such mainstreaming and the gaps that persist. The positive results are attributed to supportive policies, a number of project-level practices, and technical and institutional enabling mechanisms adopted. While the most effective practices at the project level are the mandatory use of project gender action plans (GAPs), and the systematic deployment of technically sound gender specialists, the significant impact has stemmed from the LGED’s own understanding of gender mainstreaming and commitment of LGED senior management. At its best, this partnership has led to the institutionalization of key practices as formal policies or instruments. The most effective technical and institutional mechanisms, besides the personal commitment and sustained leadership of LGED senior managers and gender specialists from both the LGED and ADB, are the LGED’s Gender Forum and its Gender Strategy and Action Plan.

Despite its considerable achievements, for effective gender mainstreaming, the following gaps have been identified by the stocktaking:

- Insufficient use of reliable revenue budgets for project-specific activities and for the Gender and Development (GAD) Forum. Current reliance on external budgets lead to delays and stymied innovation in gender mainstreaming;

- Need for dedicated gender staff with suitable credentials in the GAD Forum, to guide the implementation of the Gender Strategy, including reporting and the extraction and dissemination of lessons using GIMS; and

- Need to prioritize gender mainstreaming in government-funded urban (or other) projects not supported by ADB and other development partners. While it is recognized that “the availability of donor funding for gender-related projects has created an incentive for the Bangladeshi state to promote the gender and development agenda,” there are implications for both the immediate benefits to women’s status and well-being, and for the sustainability of all its gender efforts.

Given these findings and to bolster the considerable investments and results the LGED has made so far, the following recommendations are offered to the LGED:

Policies Supporting Gender Mainstreaming

- Strengthen the gender aspects of urban development policies or their implementation guidelines to ensure that (i) dedicated gender focal persons are designated in the LGED and in every
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41 It was beyond the scope of this stocktaking exercise to analyze gender practices within the LGED as an institution—gender differences in recruitment, career opportunities, working conditions, and culture—although some of these elements (for example, women-friendly facilities) are included in the analysis.

relevant urban development project, (ii) a GAP is formulated for every project, and (iii) a gender-specific budget is allocated from the revenue budget to contribute to the sustained implementation of the LGED Gender Strategy and Action Plan.

- Integrate gender into the DPP and TPP formats using the Gender Responsive Guidelines for Design and Review of Development Projects prepared by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs, and pilot-test and monitor their use in government-funded projects.
- Create an enabling environment for the full implementation of gender-responsive urban development policies.
- Develop the steps necessary for the LGED to introduce a gender categorization system for projects at the entry, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation stages, similar to the project gender categorization system of ADB.

Local Government Engineering Department Institutions and Human Resources for Gender Mainstreaming

- Designate permanent and dedicated staff in the LGED for gender mainstreaming work funded from the revenue budget in the context of the improvements already recommended in the functioning of the gender-responsive budgeting mechanism.
- Create an additional pool of gender experts to provide specialized input to other sectors and projects of the LGED, as needed.
- Develop the capacity of LGED officials and staff at the central and district levels to mainstream gender in development projects.

- Complement the current effort with an organizational gender audit of the LGED, looking at practices and systems (recruitment, career path, gender capacities, organizational culture and work environment), including funding mechanisms for the GAD Forum.

Programs and Projects for Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment

- Design and implement projects to promote the employment of skilled women workers and labor contracting societies, without worsening women’s time poverty and adding to their care responsibilities.
- Complement the current effort with similar analyses of government-funded projects.
- Complement this effort with an analysis across projects in the remaining LGED sectors (rural and small-scale water infrastructure), to obtain a more comprehensive view of the status of gender mainstreaming and to identify ways forward in gender mainstreaming practices tailored to the sector characteristics and needs.

Enabling Mechanisms for Gender Mainstreaming in Local Government Engineering Department Projects

- Maximize the opportunities offered by the Gender Information Management System to process and analyze project gender data.
- Carry out a periodic (every 3 years) review of gender mainstreaming in all projects, to monitor progress.
• Allocate a budget for the implementation of the LGED Gender Strategy and Action Plan and for the implementation of the GAP for each project.

• Mobilize financial and human resources to document gender mainstreaming efforts and results in the areas of women’s economic empowerment (including the role of labor contracting societies) and women-friendly public facilities and services (including their sustainable management) of LGED projects.

• Generate funds to support the GAD Forum.

• Develop and implement a communication plan for better dissemination of best gender mainstreaming practices within and across sectors.

• Complement the current effort with an assessment of the gender mainstreaming approaches, initiatives, and results of LGED projects supported by other development partners, e.g., the World Bank, the United Nations Development Programme, the Department for International Development of the United Kingdom, and the Japan International Cooperation Agency.
## Gender Features of Five Urban Development Projects Studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>GAP Prepared</th>
<th>ADB Gender Specialist Assigned</th>
<th>LGED Gender Specialist Assigned</th>
<th>Women's Leadership and Participation</th>
<th>Women's Employment (and LCS)</th>
<th>Microfinance</th>
<th>Women-Friendly Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Towns Integrated Flood Protection Project, July 2005–June 2012</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, with support from BR M Gender Team</td>
<td>Yes, intermittent assignment for initial 3 years</td>
<td>All pourashavas had WWCs in the TLCC and in standing committees</td>
<td>38% of project staff members were women</td>
<td>Microfinance arrangements were established with primary group members</td>
<td>16 public toilets designed according to women's needs and concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Region Development Project, July 2011–December 2016</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, with support from BR M Gender Team</td>
<td>Yes, Social Development and Gender Specialist assigned for 18 months on intermittent basis</td>
<td>By December 2015, women were 62% of the members of TLCCs and 40% of WLCC members</td>
<td>Inclusion of relevant clauses in the bid document to ensure compliance with core labor standards and payment of equal wage for equal work for women and men</td>
<td>A total of 1,888 women and 10 men had access to microfinancing from own savings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project, August 2003–December 2010</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, with support from BR M Gender Team</td>
<td>Yes, in the Urban Management Support Unit Field-level facilitator team included a Social and Gender Development expert for 3 years to support GAP Implementation</td>
<td>Women made up 34% of TLCC, 41% of WLCC members, and 40% of standing committee representatives participation in maintenance for tube wells, 50% for public toilets</td>
<td>268 women recruited in 28 project pourashavas</td>
<td>Tk211.54 million distributed as microcredit to 24,900 urban poor women</td>
<td>GAP had provisions for public toilets to be created at suitable locations, with separate facilities for women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*continued on next page*
### Appendix 1 table continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>GAP Prepared</th>
<th>ADB Gender Specialist Assigned</th>
<th>LGED Gender Specialist Assigned</th>
<th>Women’s Leadership and Participation</th>
<th>Women’s Employment (and LCS)</th>
<th>Microfinance</th>
<th>Women-Friendly Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project, January 2009–June 2015</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, with support from BRM Gender Team</td>
<td>Yes, during the entire project period, to support PMU</td>
<td>Pourashava development plans prepared with 35% women’s participation</td>
<td>Employment opportunities for women in construction work (29%) and as staff or consultant (17%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>In slum areas, women’s savings groups received loans with no or very low interest rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women participated in rallies and courtyard meetings headed by WWC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayors and men councilors worked effectively with WWCs and women members of different committees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Urban Governance and Infrastructure Improvement (Sector) Project, July 2014–June 2020</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, with support from BRM Gender Team</td>
<td>Two Gender Specialists and a Gender Focal Point supporting the PMU in GAP implementation throughout the project period</td>
<td>40% women’s representation in WLCCs, and 33% in TLCCs</td>
<td>Bidding documents include hiring of women in construction and O&amp;M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40% women’s representation in Women and Children Affairs (WCA) Standing Committee and in Poverty Reduction and Slum Improvement (PRS) standing committees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADB = Asian Development Bank, BRM = (ADB’s) Bangladesh Resident Mission, GAP = gender action plan, LCS = labor contracting society, LGED = Local Government Engineering Department, O&M = operation and maintenance, PMU = project management unit, TLCC = town-level coordination committee, WLCC = ward-level coordination committee.

Source: ADB consultant.
APPENDIX 2
Local Government Engineering Department Organization Chart

CDO = Community Development Officer, CPO = Community Participation Officer, GOB = Government of Bangladesh, IWRM = Integrated Water Resource Management, M&E = monitoring and evaluation, MLSS = Member of Lower Subordinate Service.

Source: Local Government Engineering Department.
Institutionalizing Gender Equality
Urban Development Experience of the Bangladesh Local Government Engineering Department

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) supports the institutionalization of gender equality in government agencies to enhance their gender-responsiveness and sustainability of gender equality results. The Bangladesh Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) is a trailblazer in mainstreaming gender equality in its policies, systems, and programs. This has resulted in women's greater benefit from ADB-assisted projects and in their increased participation in decision making for inclusive urban development. This report presents the results of a stocktaking of LGED's gender mainstreaming practices particularly in ADB-financed urban development projects. Find out more about the lessons identified and recommendations offered to enhance LGED's approaches to achieving gender equality and women's empowerment in Bangladesh.

About the Asian Development Bank

ADB's vision is an Asia and Pacific region free of poverty. Its mission is to help its developing member countries reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of their people. Despite the region's many successes, it remains home to a large share of the world's poor. ADB is committed to reducing poverty through inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth, and regional integration.

Based in Manila, ADB is owned by 67 members, including 48 from the region. Its main instruments for helping its developing member countries are policy dialogue, loans, equity investments, guarantees, grants, and technical assistance.